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Do Conceptualisations of ‘Mixed Race’, ‘Interracial Unions’,
and Race’s ‘Centrality to Understandings of Racism’ Challenge
the UK’s Official Categorisation by Ethnic Group?
Peter J. Aspinall

Centre for Health Services Studies, University of Kent, Canterbury CT2 7NF, UK; p.j.aspinall@kent.ac.uk

Abstract: A focus on ‘mixed race’ and mixedness in Britain has revived a debate around the central
question of whether the decennial census and other official data collections should be capturing
‘race’ rather than ethnic group and producing ‘racial’ outputs. The British practice may seem out
of step by some commentators, given that ‘mixed race’ is the term of choice amongst those it
describes, and given scholarly interest in interracial unions. Moreover, the resurgence of interest in
‘race’ and racisms in the context of the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement and concern over the down-
playing in a UK Government-commissioned report of the role of structural racism has enlivened
the debate. However, this paper argues against a shift to ‘race’ in official data collection and for
continued use of the conceptually preferable ‘ethnic group’ in the census question title, the section
label ‘mixed/multiple ethnic groups’, and the ongoing provision of data on unions at the pan-ethnic
and granular levels. A measure of socially constructed ‘race’ is already available in all but name
in the pan-ethnic section labels (White, Asian, Black, Mixed, and Other) and the tick boxes under
the ‘mixed/multiple’ heading. Ethnic group has been the conceptual basis of the question since the
field trials for the 1991 Census, and its position has been strengthened by the increasing granularity
of the categorisation (19 categories in the 2021 England and Wales Census) and by substantial
distributed free-text provision that underpins the question’s context of self-identification. The wider
understanding of ‘race’ identifications invokes ascription, imposition, and social categorisation rather
than self-identification and subscription. There is also evidence of the unacceptability of ‘race’ in the
context of the census amongst the wider society.

Keywords: race; ethnicity; census; mixed race; interracial unions; inter-ethnic unions

1. Introduction

Since the introduction of an ethnicity question in the 1991 Great Britain Census, the
conceptual base chosen by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) has been that of ‘ethnic
group’. This attracted some criticism around the time of the enumeration as category
labels such as White and Black were seen to invoke racial terminology. A recent focus on
‘mixed race’ and mixedness in Britain has revived a debate about whether the decennial
census and other official data collections should be capturing ‘race’ rather than ethnic
group and producing ‘racial’ outputs. The British practice may seem out of step to some
commentators, given that ‘mixed race’ is the term of choice amongst those it describes and
has some use in government reports. Further, there is scholarly interest in interracial unions
which some argue may not be accurately or satisfactorily described by the language of
ethnicity. The resurgence of interest in ‘race’ and racisms in the context of the ‘Black Lives
Matter’ movement and concern over the down-playing in the Report of the Commission on
Race and Ethnic Disparities, commissioned by the UK Government, of the role of structural
racism has enlivened the debate.

This paper looks at current practice in the use of the conceptual base of ethnic group
by the ONS and traces this back to the first field trials in the mid-1970s for a census ethnicity
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question. In turn, much of the data collection by government and other official bodies
such as local authorities has adopted census conceptualisation and categorisation. The
three recent challenges to the ONS’s use of ethnic group, namely, the challenge of ‘mixed
race’, the challenge of ‘interracial unions’, and the challenge of the centrality of ‘race’ to
understandings of racism, are examined. The context, it should be emphasised, is that of the
ONS’s decennial census and other official data collections and not the wider research and
policy environment. The literature in the latter area is extensive with respect to scholarship
in Britain, mainland European countries, and the United States, with a spectrum of shared
and contrary views. For example, some scholars argue that making ‘race’ invisible enables
racism to flourish without scrutiny, while others contend that the very use of the word
‘race’ reinforces racism.

This paper argues against a shift to ‘race’ in official data collection and for continued
use of ethnic group in the census question title, the section label ‘mixed/multiple ethnic
groups’, and the ongoing provision of data on unions at the pan-ethnic and granular levels.
A measure of socially constructed ‘race’ is already available in all but name in the pan-ethnic
section labels (White, Asian, Black, etc.) and the tick boxes under the ‘mixed/multiple’
heading. Ethnic group has been the conceptual basis of the question since the field trials
for the 1991 Census, and its position has been strengthened with the increasing granularity
of the categorisation (19 categories in the 2021 England and Wales Census) and substantial
distributed free-text provision that underpins the question’s context of self-identification.
The wider understanding of ‘race’ identifications invokes ascription, imposition, and social
categorisation rather than self-identification and subscription. There is also evidence of the
unacceptability of ‘race’ in the context of the census amongst the wider society and a lack
of demand by census data users.

The first sections of this paper explore the conceptual distinctions between race and
ethnicity, followed by an investigation of the current use of ‘ethnic group’ by the ONS in
the census and other data collections and its avoidance of race. These set the scene against
which the various challenges of ‘race’ are assessed.

2. Race and Ethnicity: Conceptual Distinctions

The understandings of ‘race’ and ethnicity amongst scholars, policy makers, and gov-
ernment in Britain are varied. While ‘race’ is now largely defined in common with ethnicity
as socially constructed, biologically based conceptions persist amongst some practitioners
in genetics and other biological sciences and, not infrequently, in the wider society. With
‘race’, it is the ‘external moment of identification’ (Jenkins 1996) that is important, that is,
how other people see us—‘public image’ rather than ‘self-image’. In other words, racial
identifications involve ascription and imposition—a matter of social categorisation rather
than the self- and group identifications of ethnicity—and are impervious to individual
choices. Allocation to categories is hierarchically arranged. Amongst other recognised
distinctions, ‘race’ is frequently (though not always) seen as based on the visible physical
or phenotypical characteristics, while ethnic differences are based on cultural cues and
embedded in socio-historical contexts. In the words of Barth (1969), ethnicity is ‘the social
organization of cultural difference’. For all these reasons, including race’s fraught past,
the concept of ‘race’ has been in scientific disrepute since the Second World War, though
with some scholars arguing for its rethinking, reconceptualisation, and continued usage
given the importance of power relations as an aspect of ‘race’ (Cornell and Hartmann 2007).
Others choose to dismiss the differences and use ‘race’ and ethnicity interchangeably or
submerge one concept in the other.

These differences in conceptual base are reflected in the attitudes of scholars and other
commentators to the use of race and ethnic group in official contexts. Much of the criticism
of the position of ‘ethnic group’ has focused on the decennial census in Britain, with some
questioning the absence of ‘race’ or whether ‘race’ as opposed to ethnicity should be used
in the census and official statistics. This was particularly evident around the time of the
1991 Census. Ahmad and Sheldon (1993, p. 127), for example, criticised the question as
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‘both rigid and externally imposed: it uses a culturalist, geographical and “nationalist”
notion of “race” dressed up as “ethnicity”’. Ballard (1996, p. 3) also wrote of the 1991
Census question: ‘While most specialists in the field insist that ethnicity is a phenomenon
which must be understood in its own right, the term is nevertheless still often deployed as
little more than a sanitised euphemism for the otherwise morally discredited concept of
race’. The critiques have persisted. Kertzer and Arel (2002) noted: ‘The case of Britain is
illuminative of the recurring failure to distinguish race from ethnicity . . . In one fell swoop,
the legislation thus mixed together race, ethnicity/cultural nationality, and citizenship . . .
Political discomfort in Britain with using “race” [in the census] led to attempts to replace
racial terms with ethnic terms. . . . the census authorities managed to institute a minority
question in the 1991 census by reintroducing the racial categories “White” and “Black”,
with “British West Indians” becoming a subcategory of “Blacks”. This amalgam of racial
and ethnic categories reflected political pressures’. Thompson (2010) described the addition
to the 1991 Census as ‘a direct question on race’. The fact that four of the nine categories
(tick boxes) in this question included the colour categories of ‘Black’ or ‘White’ might
partly explain these critiques. Indeed, the European Commission (2017) has, retrospectively,
referred to these census options as ‘racial categories’.

The difficulty with these critiques is that they introduce an everyday interpretation of
‘race’, conflating it with phenotype and phenotypical variation (most often invoking skin
colour in terms such as ‘black’ and ‘white’, but also facial features and hair type and colour).
For this reason, Miles (1982, p. 42) argued that ‘race’ ‘should not be employed analytically’.
Jenkins (1997, p. 78) also counters: ‘the relationship between ‘race’ and phenotype cannot
possibly be this neat’. Such discourse fails to recognise that phenotypical variation including
such characteristics as skin colour can also be a marker of ethnic differentiation. Jenkins
continues: ‘ . . . socially signified and visible phenotypical differences such as hair colour
may be invoked in processes of ethnic differentiation without ideas about ‘race’ being
invoked’. An expanding body of cognitive and focus group research by the Office for
National Statistics (ONS) and Scotland’s census agency demonstrates this point. For
example, Scottish focus groups on the use of colour as an ethnicity descriptor found that
‘a majority of participants felt comfortable describing themselves as ‘Black’ and of these
many were proud of it . . . The meaning of the term ‘Black’ was seen as context specific and
could denote skin colour, music, culture, history, etc. Therefore, the acceptability of the
term ‘Black’ was situation specific for some people’ (Scottish Government 2008).

3. The Current Use of ‘Ethnic Group’ and ‘Race’ in Official Contexts

While the concepts of ethnic group and ‘race’ have been and continue to be used in
a variety of contexts around the globe, there is evidence of a wane in the use of ‘race’ in
both censuses and scholarly writing. Worldwide, usage of the term ‘race’ in censuses is
embedded in the diversity of processes of ethnogenesis, as scrutiny of the cross-national
context reveals, and it has only limited saliency. Morning (2008) found that just 15%
(n = 13) of the countries that use ethnic enumeration in the 2000 census round employed
the language of ‘race’ in their censuses and in only 3 was it used as a primary term. Its use
was largely restricted to the USA (including its territories in Oceania), Central America,
and the Caribbean and found almost entirely in the former slaveholding societies of the
Western Hemisphere. A survey of census schedules (n = 138) relating mainly to the 2010
census round and providing more extensive capture (Rocha and Aspinall 2020) essentially
confirms this picture. For example, of the 17 Caribbean island countries/territories that
asked a question broadly indicating group membership based on descent, 5 used ‘ethnic
group’, 5 ‘ethnic, racial or national group’, 1 ‘ethnic/racial group’, and 1 ‘ethnic origin’.
Only four used ‘race’ as a primary term: ‘racial group’, Commonwealth of the Bahamas;
‘race or ethnic group’, Jamaica; and ‘race’, US territories of Puerto Rico and US Virgin
Islands. Cuba used ‘skin color’. Of eight Central American countries, none used ‘race’ or a
derivative. Apart from two cases in South America and one in Africa, countries globally
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eschewed ‘race’ as their chosen concept. Ethnicity was the most frequently used term,
followed by nationality.

The now limited use of ‘race’ in national censuses may be reflective of broader societal
changes. Indices of wider usage suggest that ‘race’ (‘racial’) is on the decline and being
replaced by ‘ethnic group’. A search of the corpus of books defined as ‘British English (2009)’
in Google’s Ngrams viewer shows an exponential increase in the use of the term ‘ethnic’
since the mid-20th century, surpassing ‘racial’ in 1979, the latter showing a much more
modest increase since 1980. Google Trends for the UK during the period 2004–present show
a similar trend with ‘ethnic’ searches consistently exceeding those for ‘racial’. An analysis
of the occurrence of ethnicity and ‘race’ in the medical literature (MEDLINE) over the
period 1965–2005 found that ethnicity overtook ‘race’ in 1991–1995 in the USA, with the
same switch occurring in the rest of the world in 1976–1980 (Afshari and Bhopal 2010).
Interestingly, they also observe that the emergence of the compound terms race/ethnicity or
race-ethnicity in North America in the new millennium (where previously ‘race’ had been
used alone) may herald a switch from ‘race’ to ethnicity. Braveman and Parker Dominguez
(2021) suggest that this practice ‘reflects the lack of conceptual coherence of the distinction
between “race” and “ethnic group”’.

3.1. Ethnic Group: The Conceptual Base of Choice by the Office for National Statistics

The ONS (and its predecessor the OPCS) has substantially and progressively eschewed
the use of ‘race’ in its programme of tests and trials for a census ethnic group question,
initiated in the mid-1970s, and in its censuses. Though the schedule of the 1920 Census Act
specified that ‘Nationality, birthplace, race [and] language’ can be asked in the census, it
was not until 1975–1979 that the first series of field trials of questions about ethnic group
was initiated. The question recommended following these trials was titled ‘race or ethnic
group’ and made three references to ‘race’, in the question instruction, and to ‘any other race
or ethnic group, or of mixed racial or ethnic descent’, in the tick options. The government’s
view at that time was that it was unacceptable to place too much emphasis on racial or
colour distinctions and that terms such as white or black should be avoided. Thus, the
question used in the April 1979 test omitted colour terms as categories but still retained
‘racial or ethnic group’ as the title and elsewhere in the question.

Following the 1981 Census, which lacked a question on ethnic group or parents’
birthplace (the latter asked in 1971), the House of Commons Home Affairs Sub-Committee
on Race Relations and Immigration reported in 1983 that it was acceptable to use the terms
black and white. Their suggested question design included the terms ‘White’ and ‘Black’ as
section headings and, in the ‘Other groups’ section, listed ‘mixed race’, the only time that
this term was used in census tests or censuses to describe the ‘mixed’ group. The suggested
question was not given a title to indicate an explicit underlying concept. In the second
series of field trials (1985–1986) for a question in the 1991 Census, the October 1985 test was
titled ‘race or ethnic origin’, retained ‘race or ethnic group’ in the final write-in option, and
used the terms ‘White’ and ‘Black’ in the options. The following three tests, undertaken in
January and October 1986, continued to use ‘racial or ethnic group’ in the question heading
and the ‘Any other’ option (which omitted reference to mixed descent). In the final April
1989 census test adopted for the 1991 Census, ‘racial’ was dropped from the question title
but retained in the question instruction (as ‘ethnic or racial group’, transposing the order).
This was the last time that the ONS made reference to ‘race’ in a census test or census
enumeration. In more recent years, the ONS has, almost without exception, only retained
‘race’ as one of the keywords it uses to index its publications, except for a reference to
‘mixed race’ in a 2005 report (Office for National Statistics 2005).

In such census practices, ‘ethnicity’ is acknowledged by naming ‘ethnic group’ in the
question title. The form-filler is then asked to select one option from a set of predesignated
and free-text categories. In the 1991 Census, the options included ‘White’ and three ‘Black’
groups, e.g., ‘Black-Caribbean’. Some of the section labels used in the 2001 and 2011 Census
ethnic group questions retain terms such as ‘White’ and ‘Black’ (which had been used in
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the ‘racial or ethnic group’ tests of the 1970s and 1980s) but are qualified in some cases
(e.g., ‘Black/African/Caribbean/Black British’). Morning (2008, p. 261) referred to the
superstructure of headings for the more granular categories in these two censuses as ‘a racial
framework’ and as ‘racial groups’. However, her suggestion that ‘the same model could be
used without recourse to racial labels, substituting continental origins (African, European,
Asian) instead’ would encounter problems. Scotland’s 2006 Census Test excluded colour
terms but the terminology, including ‘European’ and ‘African or Caribbean’, often seemed
to confuse respondents (Scottish Government 2008). For example, when 2001 Census and
2006 Census Test ethnicity responses were linked, there was movement from ‘White’ in
2001 to ‘African’ categories in 2006: this suggests that White Africans identified more
with the ‘African’ than ‘European’ category in the 2006 question. Similar findings were
reported for a pre-1981 Census Test. In other respects, the census questions since 1991
have been explicitly and exclusively framed as being concerned with ‘ethnicity’ rather
than ‘race’, albeit with ethnic group answer categories combining concepts of colour, ethnic
origins, and national origins (Office for National Statistics 2009). For example, in 2001, the
question was followed by an instruction to tick a box ‘to indicate your cultural background’,
interpreted by respondents as emphasising ‘way of life’ and chosen by the ONS ‘as lifestyle
is likely to have more influence on people’s needs for services’. In 2011, this instruction
became the subjectively more sensitive ‘to best describe your ethnic group or background’.

Contrary to the criticism that the ONS has not explained its avoidance of ‘race’ (Song
2018, p. 1138), around the time of the 1991 Census, the ONS made its most explicit statement
on ‘race’ and why it eschewed the term in the census (Sillitoe and White 1992): ‘One of the
causes of the unease which some commentators have expressed about including a question
on race in the census is that, originally, the concept of race, as applied to human beings,
was connected with the widespread belief that there were hereditary, temperamental and
intellectual differences between various ‘racial types’, classified by their skin colour and
other physical characteristics. This idea of race was prevalent in the 19th century when
attempts were made to justify it scientifically. Although largely disproved by modern
genetics, such essentialist beliefs are still found among the general public’. In 2009, the
ONS reaffirmed its position on ‘race’ in the census: ‘The UK census questions have always
used the term ‘ethnic group’ rather than ‘race’. Racial terminology was deemed less
appropriate for the census, as it is a scientifically discredited concept, and a categorisation
that is imposed on an individual by others. Ethnicity, as a social science term relating to
cultural identification with a group, was seen as valid and acceptable’ (Office for National
Statistics 2009). Thus, ‘race’ was eschewed on the grounds of its past use as a tool of cultural
essentialism and the involuntary nature of ‘racial’ assignment. Most recently, in its style
guide, under the heading ‘race and ethnicity’, the Office for National Statistics (2020) states:
‘When there is a need to refer to a person’s race or ethnicity, refer to specific ethnic groups
separately . . . If it is not possible to use separate groups then broad ethnic group categories
may be used. . . . Similarly, do not use the phrase “mixed race people”, use “people with a
Mixed ethnicity” or “people from the Mixed ethnic group” instead’.

The ONS’s position on race may also have been shaped by the views of census data
users and the wider society. Respondents to a consultation exercise who stated that they
needed ethnic group information from the 2011 Census were asked about their requirements
for information for concepts related to ethnicity from this census (See Table 1). Across all
organisational types, only around a third of respondents (37%) chose the predesignated
category ‘Race’, similar to ‘Non-White population’ (39%), more than ‘Ancestry’ (25%), but
fewer than ‘Visible minority population’ (46%). By contrast, an Office for National Statistics
(2007) consultation showed that 92% of respondents required information on ethnic group.
Critiques of ‘race’ in this consultation exercise included that by the African Women’s Group
Aberdeen: ‘[We] do not agree with the concept of “race” due to its dubious and racist roots
as it uses pseudo-science to magnify differences between people of different cultural and
ethno geographical backgrounds. The term also homogenises and ranks people on the basis
of their physical appearance and pays little or no attention to their diversity or common
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humanity.’ Kent County Council argued that: ‘Current definitions of ethnicity, stemming
from “Race” are flawed and insulting. Skin colour should be removed from the categories
and instead true biogeographical ancestries need to form the basis of any categorisation’.

Table 1. Requirements of information for concepts related to ethnicity from the 2011 Census: by
organisation type, England and Wales.

Visible Minority
Population

Non-White
Population Ancestry Race Base = 100%

(Numbers)

Central and devolved government 32 41 27 27 22

Experts, community and special interest groups 54 27 28 28 113

Local and regional government 48 57 23 46 83

Local service providers 27 32 22 46 41

All respondents 46 39 25 37 259

Source: ONS. 2011 Census. Ethnic group, national identity, religion and language consultation. Local and regional
government responses to the 2011 Census stakeholders consultation 2006/07. London: ONS, 2007. Notes: Respondents
could respond to more than one category. Respondents only answered this question if they stated that they
needed ethnic group information from the 2011 Census. The row figures are percentages with the number of
respondents in the final column.

While no measures of understandings of, and preferences for the use of, ethnic group
and ‘race’ have been identified in large-scale surveys that can be generalised to the pop-
ulation as a whole, ONS focus group evidence reveals a dislike of the concept of ‘race’.
The ONS’s Social Survey division conducted nine focus groups in Birmingham, Liverpool,
and London focusing on people’s understanding of terminology, each varying in size from
6 to 10 people and comprising Irish, Black-British, South Asian, and Mixed participants
(Mortimer and White 1996, p. 5): ‘Race was seen as referring to something genetic like
animals. It has strong negative connotations of being different and in some way alien to
others. It was too broad a definition of ethnic because it was stereotyping and referred to
large groups of people such as all whites or all blacks. However race was used extensively
in the same context as ethnic by the mixed parentage group and by other groups when
referring to people of mixed parentage’.

Concerns about the meaning of ‘race’ and its dislike by members of the public partially
account for the ONS’s decision to utilise ethnic group as its concept of choice. However,
there are attributes of ethnic group itself that underpin and have sustained the ONS’s
practice. The Office for National Statistics (2003, 2011) makes it clear that it favours a
concept that is subjectively meaningful to the person concerned; that is multi-faceted or
multidimensional, encompassing ‘race’, a common ancestry, a shared past, and such shared
symbolic elements as religion, language, and nationality; and that can take into account
the changing nature of ethnic identification over time. Since first being added in the 1991
Census, a question on ethnic group has continued to be asked in censuses as it has been
consistently ranked by census users as one of the most needed questions in each census
development programme.

3.2. Practice across Government and the Legislature

The use of ethnic group in official data collection and reporting has generally followed
the decennial census as the ‘gold standard’ measure. The latter derives from the extensive
testing of census questions and the status of their findings as official statistics. Following
the 2001 enumeration, the ethnic group classification used in this census question was
mandated to be used across government. For example, the UK National Health Service’s
(NHS) standardised approach in its ‘Data Dictionary’ prescribes the use of predefined
‘ethnic categories’ based on the 2001 Census classification, with over 40 NHS datasets
now adopting this practice to collect such data. Similarly, after the 2011 Census, that
ethnic group question became the standard. The ONS’s lead in privileging ‘ethnicity’ over
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‘race’ has set the standard practice in local authorities, and other public bodies have also
generally adopted the census questions. A search of the keywords ‘race’ and ‘racial’ on the
government’s website https://www.gov.uk (accessed on 1 July 2021) reveals that ‘race’ is
largely limited to the Home Office and specific contexts such as the criminal justice system
and race- and faith-targeted bullying. The term ‘mixed race’ occurs frequently in reports of
employment tribunal decisions.

Even when used, it is often to cue the reader. The Cabinet Office’s ‘Race Disparity
Audit’ privileged ‘race’ in its title even though ‘race’ is not mentioned elsewhere in the
audit report or its website: ‘We use the term ‘ethnicity’ [as] the data collected refers to
‘ethnicity’ . . . user research highlighted that people were confused by inconsistent use of
terminology . . . [and] people more readily identified with, and were happy to discuss, the
subject of “ethnicity”’. Similarly, while the Ministry of Justice and National Statistics (2019)
flags ‘race’ in the title to its statistics guidance (‘A Technical Guide to Statistics on Race
and the Criminal Justice System’), it is ethnicity that is referenced throughout the text of
its report.

The legislature presents a partial exception to this practice, notably, law making relat-
ing to race relations and the various institutional bodies that, for several decades, have
facilitated or scrutinised the implementation of such law. ‘Race’ is named in the Race
Relations Acts (notably, 1965, 1976, and 2000) and the consolidating Equality Act 2010,
giving it a continuing presence in UK public life. These Acts have, in turn, paved the way
for the introduction of other legislation that has privileged the use of ‘race’, notably, Section
95 of the Criminal Justice Act 1991, and the Racial and Religious Hatred Act 2006. However,
‘race’ is defined as a collective term to encompass a range of dimensions. ‘Racial groups’ are
defined in this body of legislation by: race itself; colour; nationality (including citizenship);
and ethnic or national origins. A person may have membership of more than one such
group, and courts accept that a ‘racial group’ may be defined solely by a discriminator’s
perception of, or incorrect assumptions about, that group. Only a few groups have been
classified in British case law as constituting ‘racial groups’ for the purposes of the Race
Relations Acts: Jews (since 1980), Sikhs (since 1983), Romany Gypsies (since 1989), and
Irish Travellers (since 2000), but not Rastafarians (1993) or other religious groups. However,
religious belief is now itself one of a number of ‘protected characteristics’ under the Equality
Act 2010. This Act defines ‘race’ as a ‘protected characteristic’ in the same way as the race
relations legislation.

The organisational and bureaucratic apparatus that, over these years, has been cre-
ated to oversee or facilitate the implementation of these legislative frameworks has also
encompassed the term ‘race’ in the names of the organisations, perhaps helping to locate
the term ‘race’ in public and civic life. These include the Race Relations Board (1965–1976),
the Commission for Racial Equality (1976–2010), and the development in the late 1980s
and 1990s of local Race Equality Councils, not to mention parliamentary sub-committees
incorporating the term. More recently, the Department of Health’s ‘Race for Health’ pro-
gramme, the Commission on Race and Ethnic Disparities, and the NHS Race and Health
Observatory, the latter two established in 2020, have continued this tradition. Further,
duties under the Race Relations Amendment Act 2000 required some public authorities to
create ‘race equality policies’ and ‘race equality schemes’ (the latter now largely replaced
by arrangements that apply to all groups with ‘protected characteristics’ as designated by
the Equality Act 2010) and carrying out ‘Race Equality Impact Assessments’. The Race
Relations Amendment Act 2000 also required public authorities to promote ‘good relations’
and ‘equality of opportunity between people of different racial groups’.

4. Challenges to the UK’s Official Categorisation by Ethnic Group

Since the critiques of the 1991 Census ethnic group question, made on the grounds
that it avoided ‘race’ while using colour terms and the ‘sanitised’ concept of ethnic group,
there has not been a focused or sustained call for the use of ‘race’ in census and other
official contexts. However, this has recently changed. Taking in the substantial changes to

https://www.gov.uk
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the ethnic group question in the 2001 and 2011 censuses (including the addition of ‘mixed’
categorisation), an influential paper by Song (2018, p. 1138) offers a wider questioning of
official census practices with respect to ‘race’, including the ‘striking’ ‘avoidance of “race”
by the ONS’. This critique is articulated with respect to the ONS’s ‘measurement of “mixed”
people and “inter-ethnic unions” in the British census’, which ‘seriously compromises our
ability to map racially distinctive ways in which mixed relationships occur, as well as our
understanding of the racial diversity contained within the category “mixed”’. ‘Interracial’
unions are defined as ‘involving people seen as belonging to visibly different “races”’
(p. 1139), with racial categories such as white, black, and Asian as opposed to ‘the racial
overlap between, say, a black Caribbean and black African couple’ (p. 1140). Further, it is
argued that ‘race’ is central to understandings of racism. However, Song gives no indication
of how ‘race’ could be operationalised in the census.

Three challenges to the UK’s official categorisation by ethnic group can, therefore,
be identified: the challenge of ‘mixed race’; the challenge of interracial unions; and the
challenge posed by ‘race’s relationship with racism’.

4.1. The Challenge of ‘Mixed Race’

‘Race’, as exemplified by the term ‘mixed race’, does present some challenges to the
use in censuses and official data collections of ethnic group and the avoidance of ‘race’.
There is a notable preference for the term ‘mixed race’ amongst this population and some
use by government departments. However, when looked at in context and in detail, these
challenges are not persuasive as ‘disrupters’ of current census terminology.

In the England and Wales 2001 Census, the ONS used the umbrella term ‘Mixed’ for
its categorisation, which comprised three exact combinations (‘White and Black Caribbean’,
‘White and Black African’, and ‘White and Asian’) and an open response ‘Any other Mixed
background’. In the 2011 Census, the mixed section was relabelled ‘Mixed/multiple ethnic
groups’ and the free-text option ‘Any other Mixed/multiple ethnic background’ on the
ground that not all form-fillers were content with the term ‘mixed’, although 80 percent of
data users in a 2007 consultation found the term ‘mixed’ acceptable. Clearly, the truncated
term ‘Mixed’ used in 2001 does not foreclose extended descriptors such as ‘mixed race’,
‘mixed heritage’, and ‘mixed origins’ and it is unlikely that the 2011 label would have done
so. ‘Mixed’ was the term used throughout the ONS’s publication Who are the ‘Mixed’ ethnic
group (Bradford 2006), to the exclusion of ‘mixed race’. This was not the first time that
the term ‘mixed group’ had been used in the context of reporting official data on Britain’s
ethnic groups (Joshi 1989). The only use of ‘mixed race’ in the context of the census, it will
be recalled, was in the Home Affairs Sub-Committee’s suggested 1983 question.

4.1.1. Saliency of ‘Mixed Race’

There is an evidence base that provides grounds for recognising the saliency of ‘mixed
race’ as the term of choice amongst the wider population and young people who are
described by such terms. In an attempt to identify respondents’ preferences for generic
terms for ‘mixed race’, two surveys of ‘mixed race’ people (a convenience sample of the
general population, n = 76, and a structured sample of 18–25-year-olds in higher/further
education institutions, n = 326) were undertaken (Aspinall 2009; Aspinall and Song 2013).
Respondents were asked which of a list of general terms they preferred and were invited to
select all that apply. The most popular general term of choice amongst respondents was
‘mixed race’, with just over half (54%) the respondents in the student survey selecting this.
Other terms that attracted much less support amongst students were ‘mixed heritage’ (18%),
‘mixed origins’ (16%), and ‘mixed parentage’ (13%). Terms indicating only two groups,
‘mixed parentage’, ‘dual heritage’ (12%), and ‘biracial’ (4%) were the least popular for
students. However, the set did not include the census terms of ‘mixed’ and ‘mixed/multiple
ethnic groups’. ‘Mixed race’ was also the preferred term (42%) amongst the general
population sample.
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There is other evidence that the ‘politically correct’ terms ‘dual heritage’ and ‘mixed
heritage’ lack currency amongst ‘mixed race’ people, specifically, amongst pupil and parent
respondents in surveys. Tikly et al. (2004) stated that: ‘ . . . we use the term ‘mixed heritage’
rather than the more commonly used term ‘mixed race’ to refer to those pupils and people
who identify themselves, or are identified, as having a distinct sense of a dual or mixed,
rather than ‘mono heritage’ . . . The decision to use ‘mixed heritage’ instead of ‘mixed race’
was adopted in order to ensure consistency of terminology on DfES literature. However, it
was apparent in interviews that the majority of pupil and parent respondents used ‘mixed
race’, whilst some were content to use ‘half caste’. For most pupils and parents, ‘mixed
heritage’ was not a term that they were familiar with and were less comfortable with its
initial use in the interview’ (2004, p. 17).

In spite of the saliency of ‘mixed race’, practice varies in official contexts. An analysis
of terminology (‘mixed parentage’, ‘mixed race’, ‘mixed origins’, ‘dual heritage’, and
‘mixed heritage’) on government websites, undertaken as a point count in 2008 (Aspinall
2009), revealed that a plurality of terms was used. In the Department of Children, Schools,
and Families (which replaced the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) in 2007),
there were 22 occurrences of ‘mixed race’, a number exceeded by the relatively recent,
politically correct terms of ‘dual heritage’ (n = 29) and ‘mixed heritage’ (n = 49). However,
‘mixed race’ was the most frequently used term by the Home Office (n = 28) responsible
for immigration, security, and law and order and the Department of Communities and
Local Government (n = 67). The consolidation in 2012 of Department websites into the
generic https://www.gov.uk (accessed on 1 July 2021) search engine precludes more
recent analysis.

4.1.2. Clarity of Definition of ‘Mixed’

Arguments that the ‘ONS does not provide a clear definition of “Mixed”’ (Song 2018,
p. 1140) seem perhaps too critical. The three specific exact combinations listed under the
section heading utilise the pan-ethnicities ‘White’, ‘Black’ (split into ‘Black Caribbean’ and
‘Black African’), and ‘Asian’, and these broad ethnic groups could equally be described in
general discourse as ‘races’ given the interchangeability of the terminology in the UK or
subsumption of ‘race’ within the concept of ethnic group. Indeed, the OECD refers to these
options as ‘a variety of race combinations’ (Balestra and Fleischer 2018, p. 33). Further,
in guidance for census form-fillers, the Office for National Statistics (2021) states: ‘If you
feel you belong to more than one ethnic background from the sections, select “Mixed or
Multiple ethnic group”’, clarifying that ‘It’s up to you how you answer this question’. The
label ‘mixed/multiple ethnic groups’ and the predesignated, exact combination category
options encompassed by this section label make its meaning explicit. For example, Bradford
(2006) noted that ‘The ethnic origins of the three specified Mixed groups in England and
Wales . . . are self-explanatory to a greater or lesser extent’. They were selected as they
were the most frequent ‘mixed’ write-in responses in the 1991 Census: ‘Black/White’,
54,569; ‘Asian/White’, 61,874; and ‘Other Mixed’, 112,061 (OPCS/GRO(S) (1993)). Only
3776 persons gave a ‘Mixed White’ description.

Moreover, the wording of the ‘Mixed’ free-text option resonates with this self-identifi
cation question’s instruction to form-fillers to ‘tick one box to best describe your ethnic
group or background’. The ‘Mixed’ categorisation has now been used for two decades
in a plethora of data collection and ethnic monitoring forms as well as the three England
and Wales decennial censuses (2001, 2011, and 2021). It is difficult to see how this set
of mixed/multiple options could be misconstrued as, for example, including disparate
mixed white options; these are found in the responses to the ‘Any other White background’
write-in option (coded in 2011 as ‘White: European Mixed’ (n = 304,865), one of the
largest White write-in subgroups, after ‘Polish’ (n = 510,561) and ‘Other Western Europe’
(n = 396,571)) as such respondents do not see themselves as ‘Mixed/Multiple’. Further, it is
unclear how substantially the responses to the category options would differ if this set was
termed ‘mixed race’, especially as cognitive research undertaken by the ONS indicates that

https://www.gov.uk
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respondents’ choices are primarily driven by the category options rather than the other
apparatus surrounding the question, a finding also common to US tests (Kelly et al. 2017).

4.1.3. A Critique Based on Conceptualisation but Omitting Operationalisation

While critiques of census categorisation practices generally encompass conceptualisa-
tion, operationalisation, and analysis, Song’s (2018) challenge to ‘Mixed’ is solely conceptual.
The use of ‘mixed race’ rather than ‘mixed/multiple ethnic groups’ would introduce to
the question another conceptual base in addition to ethnic group, thereby disrupting the
intended meaning of the question and creating ambiguity. In the same way, in its pre-2011
review of the ‘mixed’ label, the ONS indicated it was ‘concerned that introducing the term
heritage may impact on the overall understanding of the question’ when the candidate of
‘mixed heritage’ was considered. Or as López and Hogan (2021, p. 9) put it with respect
to the US 2020 Census: ‘A basic introductory statistics class would advise against asking
about two concepts race and origin . . . in one question’. An argument that the saliency of
the term ‘mixed race’ in the population, 2.2% of whom identified as ‘mixed/multiple’ in
2011, should drive the choice of conceptual base for the question as a whole is unreasonable,
especially as the ‘mixed’ label does not close down an interpretation as ‘mixed race’.

As Song’s critique argues that both ‘race’ and ‘ethnicity’ concepts are necessary, the
census would need to ask an additional question on ‘race’ listing the five pan-ethnicities
(‘White’, ‘Mixed’, ‘Asian’, ‘Black’, and ‘Other’). The rationale for this is elusive. The US
Census Bureau labels its question ‘race’ as, historically and unlike Britain, this has been
the salient concept. However, it states that the options listed (these numbering 15 in the
2000 and 2010 Censuses) are, in fact, ‘racial and national origin or socio-cultural groups’.
This is an example of what Jenkins (1996) refers to as the nominal and the virtual. The
nominal, ‘a matter of name or category alone’, differs with respect to British and US census
practices, but the virtual (sometimes called the ‘functional’), what the name means in terms
of conceptualisation, reveals commonalities with respect to the listing of national and
socio-cultural origin options (the notable difference being that the Census Bureau treats
‘race’ and ethnicity as different types of identity, the latter targeting only one ethnic group,
Hispanics). Asking an additional census ‘race’ question, improbable because of the ONS’s
resistance to the term, but also space constraints on the form, is likely to confuse form-fillers
as they would be completing the ethnic group question whose 18 tick options in 2011 are
embedded in these same section headings. A further drawback may be an undercount on
some of the ‘race’ options but an overcount on ‘Other’: many respondents do not feel that
the broad term ‘Asian’ satisfactorily describes them, while some Black Africans object to
the use of the ‘Black’ pan-ethnicity as it denies their cultural Africanness. By contrast, the
broad ethnic categories are counts summed from the tick box responses.

For significant changes to be countenanced in the ethnic group question, the ONS first
establishes whether a prima facie case can be made, based on user demand as expressed in
an initial consultation exercise with stakeholders and wider significant demands within the
general public. In recent census development programmes, no notable demands for the
introduction of a ‘race’ question or relabelling ‘mixed’ as ‘mixed race’ have been evident,
and these changes are clearly not a priority for the ONS. Moreover, as the completion
of the census is compulsory, the ONS seeks to avoid contested conceptualisation and
categorisation that may not be acceptable to some members of the public and thereby put
at risk the census operation as a whole. It is clear that ‘race’ is a contested term that is
unacceptable to some in the wider society. There are voluntary as opposed to compulsory
vehicles such as social surveys and innovation panels where new questions or major
amendments can be tested, including omnibus surveys. Further, a robust measure of
opinion regarding ‘race’, how it is understood and its acceptability, is needed in community
sample surveys that are generalisable to the wider population.

Amongst other suggestions by scholars for the census, a call has been made for a
question set on experiences of racism, in large-scale surveys or the 2031 Census (if, indeed,
the latter has not been replaced by an administrative census), on the back of government-
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commissioned research that has questioned the role of structural racism. Similarly, in a US
context and with a related objective, López and Hogan (2021) have called for the urgency of
revising the US Census to include a separate question on street race (‘If you were walking
down the street, what race do you think others who do not know you would automatically
think you were, based on what you look like?’ (p. 18)). Given the concern of the census not
to jeopardise overall response rates to the enumeration, even small changes are subjected
to an exhaustive programme of cognitive research, focus group work, and small and large-
scale tests. Petitions for large (and in some cases controversial) changes, while inserting
one strand of information into the decision-making process, may find little traction.

4.1.4. The Capture of Racial Diversity in the ‘Mixed’ Category

The critique here is that the ‘ONS’s ‘measurement of “mixed” people . . . seriously com-
promises our . . . understanding of the racial diversity contained within the category “mixed”’
(Song 2018, p. 1138). It is difficult to see how this suggested deficit in data capture would
be changed if the conceptual base of the question in Britain was ‘race’. The current ‘mixed’
categorisation encompasses the main combinations identified by ‘mixed race’ people in
the population as a whole (as revealed by the 1991 Census write-ins) and thereby achieves
substantial coverage. However, like all five sections of the census, the predesignated tick
options cannot cover all possible responses. In response to the increasing ethnic diversity
of the population, the ONS introduced distributed free-text in the 2001 England and Wales
Census, so that form-fillers could write in their own preferred identifiers. Given the ‘ex-
ample effects’ of the three ‘exact combinations’, one might expect write-in respondents
to be cued as to the kind of mixes the question was seeking. Indeed, these responses
included ‘Black and Asian’ (n = 6262), ‘Black and White’ (n = 13,695), ‘Chinese and White’
(n = 13,358), ‘White and Arab’ (n = 9074) (important following the ONS’s addition in 2011 of
‘Arab’ to the ethnic group options), and ‘Latin/South/Central American’ (n = 12,103). The
lack of an ‘and’ in the latter description suggests mixing foundational to this region rather
than reference to recent ancestry. While free-text responses are always an undercount of
their ‘category’, they provide indicative evidence of the diversity of the ‘mixed’ population.
Indeed, the ONS coded the ‘Mixed’ open responses in the 2011 Census into 71 categories,
the largest number of categories derived from the write-ins across the five pan-ethnic
sections, for which it provided counts at the local authority level.

Ethnic group classifications comprising tick box options have an upper limit of cate-
gories that can be included because of ‘respondent burden’. Across the five census sections,
that for ‘Mixed/Multiple’ already has the second highest number of options. In time, as the
ONS has acknowledged, the growing size of the ‘Any other mixed background’ category
(already the largest ‘Mixed’ category in some local authorities) may require a review of
how the mixed population is best measured. The ‘tick two or more’ approach, as used in
the USA and Canada, would certainly yield a better measure of the ethnic and pan-ethnic
diversity of this group, with five or more combinations being frequently reported in the
USA, though current evidence indicates that it would encounter problems of data quality
and respondent understandings.

4.1.5. Identity or Ancestral Origin

This final issue concerning the ‘mixed’ group has not arisen out of the challenge of
‘race’ to official categorisation by ethnic group but raises some issues that are relevant to
this debate. It has been observed by researchers and social science research organisations
in the UK and USA and reported in the UK national press. Some uncertainty has been
expressed about whether people are self-identifying as ‘mixed’ (in an ethnic group question
that invites the form-filler to choose an option ‘to best describe your ethnic group or
background’) or are choosing ‘mixed’ by virtue of their parentage or recent ancestry (as
might be asked in an ancestry question). Data on these two options were collected for
all categories in the Fourth National Survey and showed reasonable equivalence across
most predesignated categories except for ‘mixed’ (Modood et al. 1997). A similar criticism
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has been made of the ‘two or more races’ population identified in the 2000 United States
Census by Harrison (2002), who argues that data for the self-identified multiple-race
populations may ‘not provide good proxies for those that might be obtained from defining
these populations by parentage or ancestry’. He claims that the former does not represent
‘any meaningful population’, forgoing the Census Bureau’s view that its meaningfulness
and coherence derive from the process of self-identification. There is no reason to conjecture
that this ambiguity would be any different if the conceptual base of the question in Britain
was ‘race’.

It is clear that the ONS is seeking to capture self-identification, though ancestry may
be a factor that contributes to this. The underlying conceptual base of both the England
and Wales and US Census questions is, respectively, ethnic and racial self-identification.
The Office for National Statistics (2003) has explicitly argued that in the census, ‘categories
should be used . . . that reflect people’s own preferred ethnic descriptions of themselves’.
The US Census Bureau has also emphasised that the terms used to identify population
groups should be familiar and acceptable to the people described ‘if the principle of self-
identification is to be honored’ (US Office of Management and Budget 1997). The wording
of the England and Wales 2011 Census ethnic group question (retained for the 2021 Census)
emphasises the subjectivity of the choice. It does not specify or attempt to influence the
criteria the respondent should use in making that choice: in the words of the ONS: ‘It’s up
to you how you answer this question. Your ethnic group could be your cultural or family
background’. This seems to be preferable to the state laying down the criteria that should
be used by respondents.

The point with self-identification questions is that the form-filler will draw upon their
own perceptions and experiences in deciding how they answer the question. Many factors
may potentially inform that decision. The saliency of a set of these partially drawn from
the 1996 Current Population Survey Supplement on Race and Ethnicity was investigated in
a survey questionnaire (Aspinall and Song 2013) with respect to mixed race, albeit with
respondents who primarily identified as ‘mixed race’: ‘It is my own sense of personal
identity’; ‘It is the way society sees me’; ‘It is the group I feel I belong to’; ‘My parents are
from different racial/ethnic groups’; ‘My ancestors (forebears) before my parents were
from different racial/ethnic groups’; ‘My friends/peers identify me in this way’; and an
open response ‘Some other reason’. A varying mix of multiple reasons was ticked.

The ONS has made it clear in the last four (1991–2021) census development pro-
grammes that the purpose of the ethnic group question is to seek respondents’ self-
identifications rather than some other conceptual base such as racial/ethnic descent or
ancestry. Even the 1991 Census left the choice for mixed respondents to ‘tick the group
to which the person considers he/she belongs or . . . describe the person’s ancestry in the
space provided’. Thus, when Berthoud (1998) proposed a question for the 2001 England
and Wales Census asking about the respondent’s ‘family’s ethnic origins’ (‘your mother’s
family’ and ‘your father’s family’), this was eschewed by the ONS on the grounds that the
ethnic group question was designed to capture self-identity. Berthoud’s question was opera-
tionally defined, constraining the respondent to report the ethnic group of their mother and
father. To capture such a measure of mixedness would have required the ONS to abandon
self-identification, the chosen concept since the first tests for a census ethnic group question
in the mid-1970s, for one based on parentage. Attention has been drawn to the analytical
distinction between these two conceptualisations by scholars and organisations. Smith
(2002) has argued that self-elected ethnic group membership is different from assigned
family origins which fits with Max Weber’s concept of a status group. The consequences of
these different conceptualisations of self-ascribed ethnic group and family origin have, per-
haps, nowhere been more explicitly stated (and accurately predicted) than by the Scottish
Office (Smith 1991): ‘ . . . such different philosophical approaches to classification may lead
not only to data being collected in very different ways, but to very different interpretations’.

These measures of identity and ancestral origin yield different populations, though
with some limited overlap, attesting to the interpretation of ‘mixed’ as the form-filler’s own
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self-identification or interpretation. For example, in the Fourth National Survey (Modood
et al. 1997), of those who gave ‘Mixed’ family origins (unweighted n = 488), only 40%
identified as ‘Mixed’ in the group membership question, the former being 2.5 times larger.
The UK Household Longitudinal Study data also indicate that operational definitions of
mixedness based on parentage captured a substantially larger (by a multiple of over 3)
‘mixed’ population (McFall 2012), the majority of persons who have mixed parentage
identifying with a single group. Similar findings have been found in US data, with the
Pew Research Center (2015) reporting in its 2015 survey that only four in ten adults with
a mixed racial background (39 percent) said they considered themselves to be ‘mixed
race or multiracial’. As in Britain, the US Census Bureau opted for self-identification
rather than ancestry for capturing data and hence the two or more races population. For
some particular types of research, for example, the assessment of health risks, it may be
advantageous to collect data in social surveys using both approaches, but the decennial
census has consistently privileged self-identification rather than seeking to constrain or
regulate respondents’ answers.

4.2. The Challenge of Interracial Unions

A further challenge to the UK’s official categorisation by ethnic group has come from
Song’s argument that inter-ethnic rather than interracial unions are derived from these data,
and that this makes the assumption of equivalence. Yet, the ONS’s coverage of these data,
in fact, encompasses both inter-ethnic and interracial unions, rather than disregarding the
distinction between them.

The ONS’s tabulation of inter-ethnic unions is derived using data from the household
question (how members of the household are related to each other) and the ethnic group
question. The range of ONS outputs on inter-ethnic and pan-ethnic unions reflects the
varying needs of census data users, including those who require special tabulations (so-
called commissioned tables). The ONS’s primary purpose is to produce official statistics for
policy makers in central and local government, so the first statistics released are generally
key statistics. Early on in the process, the table commissioning process is initiated. It is
perhaps no surprise (given the ethnic diversity of the capital city) that the full inter-ethnic
union data from the 1991 and 2001 England and Wales Censuses were first derived through
tables commissioned by the Greater London Authority (GLA) (respectively, tables LRCT60
and C0007). Access to these tables was simultaneously provided for all data users. In these
matrices of unions, the ethnicity of the partners uses the full set of 1991 or 2001 ethnic group
options to yield the maximum information content for policy purposes. Such matrices
could only be termed ‘inter-ethnic’. In a similar way, Statistics Canada’s (2014) release on
mixed unions is for the full set of population group (visible minorities) categories, where
the unions include mixes of ‘Japanese’ and ‘Korean’, for example. In terms of its data
releases or reports from the 2001 and 2011 Censuses, the ONS is attentive to unions at both
the granular and pan-ethnic or ‘broad ethnic group’ (racial) levels.

In a general policy context (which may include, for example, integration policies),
tables of unions between, say, the ‘White British’ and ‘Any other White background’ groups,
the largest combination for the ‘Other White’ group, are clearly of importance, as are, of
course, those unions across the pan-ethnicities, such as ‘White British’ and ‘Indian’ or
‘White’ and ‘Asian’. A total of 86% in the ‘Other White’ group were born abroad (the
highest of any ethnic group), and 78% in this group wrote in a foreign identity only in the
2011 Census National Identity question, substantially the largest of any of the 18 ethnic
categories. Moreover, only 35.9% in the ‘other White’ group had English as their main
language, the lowest of any ethnic category and substantially lower than any of the four
‘Asian/Asian British’ groups. The requirement for early release of the full dataset is evident.

4.2.1. The Provision of Inter-Ethnic and Pan-Ethnic Unions

Given the interest in ‘interracial’ unions, the ONS might have been judged remiss
had it provided data or commentary only for the full ethnic group matrix, though counts
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and proportions of pan-ethnic (‘broad ethnic group’) or interracial unions (‘pan-ethnic’ as
opposed to ‘racial’ is sometimes used in the US sociological literature referencing interracial
unions) can be derived through aggregation from the full tabulations. However, the ONS
has published data for interracial (across pan-ethnicities) unions for both the 2001 and
2011 Censuses. In 2005, the ONS provided commentary on data from the England and
Wales 2001 Census on inter-ethnic marriages (Office for National Statistics 2005), defined
as marriages between ‘people from different aggregate ethnic groups, where the ethnic
group categories were: White, Mixed, Asian, Black, Chinese, and Other ethnic group’, as
well as at the more granular level. Thus defined, 2% of marriages were between people
from different pan-ethnic backgrounds. The two linked reference tables provide data for
the percentage of women married to men, and percentage of men married to women, by
detailed ethnic group, the ethnicity for the male and female partners being provided at both
the pan-ethnic and detailed levels. Column totals of the numbers enable all combinations to
be calculated. The tables (see Figure 1) shade the matrices according to same ethnic group
marriages (e.g., White British and Other White, or Other Black and Black African), white
and minority ethnic group marriages, and different minority ethnic group marriages, so
the exact constituencies of these three groupings are explicit. With respect to the full ONS
2001 Census 16-fold classification (in addition to the above data on marriages), data for
inter-ethnic unions (couples who are both married and cohabiting) are hosted on the ONS’s
website (Office for National Statistics 2014a) and an analysis provided by Mackintosh (2005)
based on the Greater London Authority’s commissioned table.
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All married women (=100%) 9,178,458 145,176 287,467 10,080 5,832 16,690 14,756 231,946 126,758 46,677 44,033 60,610 49,019 5,708 43,598 50,841
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Figure 1. Percentage of women married to men by ethnic group, April 2001. Source: 2001 England
and Wales Census. ONS, 2015. Note: An accompanying table is available for percentage of men
married to women by ethnic group. Full matrices of unions by detailed ethnic and pan-ethnic (racial)
group are available for the 2011 England and Wales Census. See: Office for National Statistics, 2014c.

The ONS’s analytical report on inter-ethnic unions based on data for the 2011 England
and Wales Census focused on the full 18 granular categories (Office for National Statistics
2014c). However, data releases included both those in inter-ethnic unions across the full
matrix of 18 granular ethnic group tick boxes and across the five broad ethnic group sections
or pan-ethnicities (White, Mixed, Asian, Black, and Other) (Office for National Statistics
2014b). These data are tabulated for all partnerships, marriages and civil partnerships,
and cohabiting couples by ethnic group, and by age band for females and males. Thus,
counts and proportions in inter-ethnic relationships can be explored between, say, any
permutations of the 18 categories, such as ‘White Irish’ and ‘Any Other White Background’
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and ‘Indian’ and ‘Chinese’ or where the partners are, say, ‘White’ and ‘Asian’ or ‘Asian’
and ‘Black’, or, indeed, any permutation of the five pan-ethnicities. Thus, data users can
read off from these presentations all the problematic combinations identified by Song (2015,
2018): ‘unions without wholly white partners’, ‘those involving people seen as belonging
to visibly different “races”’, ‘an inter-ethnic relationship between groups within the broad
ethnic group categories’, and unions between non-white people at the granular level.

The availability of ONS data to enable the analysis of inter-ethnic unions at either the
granular or pan-ethnic level, or, indeed, researcher-defined aggregates, offers maximum
flexibility, with no deficits in terms of data availability. Should a researcher, for example,
wish to derive their own typologies of ‘mixed’ unions, all the data are available to do so (for
useful discussions of co-ethnic and inter-ethnic unions, see (Platt 2010), pp. 13–14, and those
with/without ‘racial overlap’, (Song 2015), pp. 98–100). In terms of the descriptive analysis
at the granular level for the 2011 Census (notably, patterns of inter-ethnic relationships and
differences between men and women; across age groups; and across relationship types),
this can be directly replicated using the tabular data for unions at the pan-ethnic level.

Indeed, the data at the pan-ethnicity (broad ethnic group) level are similar to those of
the US Census Bureau for the ‘two or more races’ population, with respect to aggregation,
that is, tabulated across broadly defined racial groups: White; Black or African American;
Asian; American Indian and Alaska Native; Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander; and
Some Other Race. Researchers who may wish to investigate interracial unions in the USA
at a finer granularity, such as Chinese and Samoan, are able to exploit the Public Use
Microdata Samples. The salient perspective in the British context is that both types of
presentation of inter-ethnic unions across the full 18 groups and for the five interracial
(pan-ethnic) categories are useful and maximise the utility of the data.

4.2.2. The Analytical Value of Inter-Ethnic vs. Interracial Unions

The ONS justifies a focus on the granular categories in its 2014 analytical report on
the grounds that: ‘The pattern of inter-ethnic relationships is far better understood using
all 18 ethnic group classifications-this shows inter-ethnic relationships and the differences
between and within the subcategories of the main ethnic groups, thus offering insights into
changes in society. Numbers in the census also make analysis at the lower level possible
and thus such detail adds more value’. If we focus on, say, the ethnicity of the partners
of Asian females, the granular ethnicity data reveal that in 2011, 12.2% of Indian, 7.7% of
Pakistani, and 6.8% of Bangladeshi females were in inter-ethnic unions (that is, unions
outside their own specific ethnic background). This compares with 39.5% of Chinese and
38.4% of Other Asian females. Cultural, ethnic, and religious differences underpinned
this wide range. When these five Asian categories are lumped together in an ‘Asian’
pan-ethnicity, we find that 14.9% of Asian females were in an ‘interracial’ relationship
(that is, outside the ‘Asian’ collectivity). For that reason, Feng et al. (2010) chose to split
the ‘Asian’ group into ‘South Asian’ and ‘Other Asian’ in their analyses of inter-ethnic
unions using the ONS Longitudinal Study (LS). Similarly, with respect to the ‘Black’ pan-
ethnicity, there were more than threefold differences in the prevalence of inter-ethnic
unions for females who were Black Africans (18.6%) and Other Black (59.3%), with Black
Caribbeans intermediate (36.6%), with the proportion for the ‘Black’ group as a whole
(21.2%) revealing none of this variation. These meaningless statistical abstractions do not
reflect any of the ethnic groups they encompass and invoke ‘the fallacy of homogeneity’
(or ‘the fallacy of monolithic identity’) (Stanfield and Dennis 1993, p. 23; Bhopal 2002,
p. 242), that is, the misinterpretation of population data from heterogeneous populations,
and lack explanatory value given the level of abstraction. Where analysis at the granular
ethnicity level systematically correlates with different outcomes (in this case the prevalence
of inter-ethnic unions), a requirement for data analytics to capture this is created.

This is perhaps why analysts of inter-ethnic unions using other data sources chose
granular ethnic groups where sample sizes allowed: for example, Berthoud and Beishon
(1997) (Fourth National Survey of Ethnic Minorities, 5 categories: Caribbean, Chinese,
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Indians and African Asians, Pakistanis, and Bangladeshis); Muttarak (2004) and Platt
(2010) (pooled Labour Force Survey data, varying from 11 to 13 categories); and Kulu
and Hannemann (2019) (Understanding Society, First Wave 2009–10, 5 categories: Europe
and other Western/industrialised countries, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, Caribbean
countries, and all other origins, with small sample sizes requiring some aggregation).

The ONS further justifies a focus on the granular categories in that: ‘Differences in the
ethnic group tick-box classifications between the years have affected comparability with
some groups. Therefore the detailed ethnic group categories should be used’. The con-
stituency of the pan-ethnicities has changed from census to census, making interpretations
of ‘interracial’ union patterns over time problematic: in 2001, the Chinese category was
located in the final ‘Other’ section and moved to the ‘Asian/Asian British’ section in the
2011 Census, thus also influencing capture in the ‘Any other Asian background’ option.
In 2011, a new ‘Arab’ category was located in the final ‘Other’ section, with counts for this
group having been distributed across write-in categories in the 2001 Census.

4.2.3. The Utilities and Disutilities of the Two Conceptualisations

There are clearly a number of utilities and disutilities in highlighting ‘interracial unions’
separately from the full granular matrix. The ONS’s provision of data on unions across
the pan-ethnicities may facilitate cross-national comparisons with countries such as the
USA and Canada, though the constituency of the ‘White’, ‘Black’, and ‘Asian’ collectivities
in the USA, Canada, and UK populations differs significantly in terms of national origins,
migrant status, and experiences of racialisation. When such work has been undertaken,
comparable categorisations of inter-ethnic unions have been derived from the ONS Samples
of Anonymised Records (SARs), as in Model and Fisher’s (2002) comparison of Black and
White interracial marriages in England and the USA. Aggregation at the pan-ethnic level
may facilitate comparison across datasets where the granular categories differ. However,
making interracial unions conspicuous in tabulations has its downside. Commenting on
the US Census Bureau’s acknowledgement of ‘the stunningly high rates of intermarriage
among those ethnic groups not designated as racial groups’, Perlmann and Waters (2002)
argued: ‘If we mean to break down racial barriers, we have an interest in seeing to it that
racial intermarriage is treated in the same matter-of-fact way that any other form of ethnic
intermarriage is treated’.

In summary, the ONS’s decision to label the ‘mixed race’ group as ‘mixed’ (or
‘mixed/multiple’) with respect to ethnic background and the way inter-ethnic unions
are tabulated and reported by the ONS do not offer the grounds for a sustainable challenge
to the conceptualisation of ethnic group in the England and Wales decennial census and
wider government. While the USA utilises the concept of ‘race’ (to include racial and
national origin or socio-cultural groups) in its decennial census and reports its multiple
race population in counts of the ‘two or more races’ population, different processes of
ethnogenesis in Britain have given rise to a different conceptual basis and terminology.
The ONS has indicated that ‘race’ would be less acceptable than ethnic group to the wider
population, and that ethnic group is now the term of choice in nearly all official data. In-
deed, there has been no use of ‘race’ (or derivatives of ‘racial’) in the decennial population
census since 1991. Broad ethnic groups (pan-ethnicities) are already used in reporting
inter-ethnic unions, and renaming these aggregates as ‘racial’ seems a pointless semantic
exercise when the question’s conceptual base is ethnic group and background. It is to
1 of the 18 ethnic group or background categories which respondents self-assign their
ethnic identity, and the question makes no reference to ‘race’. It would seem insensitive to
co-opt respondents’ choices for use in derivative tabulations under the banner of a different
conceptual base. The five pan-ethnic section headings have some utility analytically (for
example, in harmonising data across different contexts), though there is little evidence that
respondents readily self-identify with these broad labels, either in response to external
racialisation processes or as participants in pan-ethnic boundary making. For example,
Modood et al. (1994, p. 91) noted: ‘Most South Asians . . . identified more with an ethnic or
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religious identity than with being “Asians”’, a view supported by free-text responses in
survey data (Aspinall 2012).

Even in the USA, there has been much equivocation on the use of ‘race’ in the census.
Prewitt (2013, p. 176), director of the US Census Bureau during 1998–2001, argued that ‘the
census race question is not based on a coherent definition of race, and that it mixes categories
based on colour with categories based on ancestry or national origin’. The American
Anthropological Association (1997) has recommended that the term ‘ethnicity’ replace ‘race’
in federal classifications. Morning (2008, p. 260) has suggested that ‘one unintended effect’
of treating ‘race’ and ethnicity as different types of identity ‘may be to reinforce essentialist
biological understandings of race’. She argues a case for removing the term ‘race’ from the
question to underline the socially constructed nature of the categories and to ‘bring the
United States’ practice closer to that of other nations’. Braveman and Parker Dominguez
(2021) make a similar point: ‘The continued distinction between “race” and “ethnicity”
only serves to underscore the implication that “race” reflects biological differences’. In the
2020 US Census, the position of ‘race’ has become even more questionable given that the
listed ‘races’ are now section headings for ‘origins’ write-in fields and the final ‘Some other
race’ option invites a response of ‘print race or origin’.

4.3. ‘Race’ and Understandings of Racism

The suggestion that the use of ‘race’ as opposed to ethnic group would have greater
efficacy in our understanding of racism is Song’s (2018) final challenge to current practice:
‘The concept of race is central to an understanding of racism which involves both structures
of inequality and various modes of domination; as such, we still very much need “race”’
(p. 1142). Conversely, use of a ‘self-defined measure of “ethnic group” can be at odds
with the aim of capturing information about ethnic and racial diversity, not to mention
information about racial (in)equalities and opportunities’ (p. 1138).

Data for both broad (pan-ethnic) and granular categories are available from two Eng-
land and Wales censuses (and imminent for the 2021 Census). The data that are collected by
the ONS using the census ethnic group classification have many uses, including to set out
and monitor ethnic inequalities in health, housing markets, the labour market, educational
attainment, and quality of the living environment and, in addition, to track neighbourhood
ethnic residential segregation (Jivraj and Simpson 2015). Another widespread usage is to
assess ethnic diversity in a wide range of settings such as workplaces and to investigate
whether those who deliver services are representative of the populations they serve. More-
over, over the last decade or so, substantial literature has been published on ‘ethnic density’
or ‘group density’ effects (Bécares 2009) which can moderate the impacts of racism. Includ-
ing all those organisations and individuals who use the census ethnic group classifications
to measure ethnic disparities and for other purposes, the evidence base is now voluminous.

Clearly, utilising data classified by ethnic group to explore disparities raises issues
of quality. For example, many of these datasets are hosted on the Race Disparity Audit’s
‘Ethnicity facts and figures’ website under nine topic areas (education, skills, and training,
health, housing, etc.). Given the focus of the Special Issue, let us take the example of the
‘Mixed’ group. Of the 513 different dimensions encompassed by these ‘topic areas’, 15.0%
had no mixed categorisation, 4.7% used ‘other including mixed’, 52.6% used ‘mixed’, and
27.7% used the detailed (four granular) ‘mixed’ tick boxes. For this huge body of data on
disparities, then, ‘Mixed’ was excluded from the categorisation altogether or concealed in
an ‘other including mixed’ category in a fifth of the dimensions. Only just over a quarter
used the full census ‘Mixed’ categorisation, as recommended by the ONS.

It is likely that structural racism and disadvantage have played a part in producing
inequalities in all these areas, yet it is clear that there are some important deficits with
respect to the measurement of the ‘mixed’ group in these reported disparities, especially the
loss of detail by the use of the aggregate (pan-ethnic) ‘mixed’ group. Moreover, it is known
from record linkage studies that there are high levels of inconsistency in the responses of
the same individuals, both across decennial censuses (Simpson et al. 2014) and between
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different (but contemporaneous) data sources (Saunders et al. 2013). These measurement
issues are rightly accorded attention. However, the census data user community has not
identified the use of a conceptual base of ‘race’ amongst them.

Song’s (2018, p. 1140) specific challenge is that ‘If the stated purpose of the British
census ethnicity question . . . is to best discern the population’s ethnic characteristics to
engage in forms of equal opportunity monitoring, the collection of ethnic data in the form
of self-identification (using the “ethnic” categories in the 2011 census) does not provide
the most useful (or necessary) information’. This takes us to the several different conceptu-
alisations of descent communities now in play that are potentially available for disparity
and equal opportunity measurement. In a US context, Roth (2016) distinguished between
how people identify themselves (‘racial identity’) and what they check on official forms
or surveys with limited options (‘racial self-classification’). Prewitt (2013) termed the re-
sponses to the latter ‘statistical races’. The ONS also recognises the way in which official
classifications of ethnic group set limits to the capture of ethnic group identity (Office for
National Statistics 2003). Unprompted free-text, standing alone, has very occasionally been
used in surveys in the UK but lacks utility in a census context because of the challenges
of coding the responses (‘administrative burden’), although free-text options are routinely
part of the categorisation used in ethnicity questions. Further, while these two measures,
racial identity and racial self-classification, may be conceptually distinct, they are less so
as analytic measures, given the extensive public testing of categories in census develop-
ment programmes and the trajectory of a rising number of tick box options. Croll and
Gerteis (2019) explored the relationship between open-field identification, unconstrained
by conventional fixed categories, and fixed-choice racial and ethnic identification in the
same group of respondents and data collection exercise. They found that most of their
respondents reproduced normative, categorical racial and ethnic descriptors to identify
themselves.

Another set of like-terms comprises ‘reflected appraisals’ (Khanna 2004), ‘reflected
race’ (Roth 2016), ‘street race’ or how individuals believe they are perceived by others
(López and Hogan 2021), and ‘socially mediated appearance’ (Campbell and Troyer 2007).
These terms cannot be construed as proxy measures for ‘socially assigned race’ (Jones et al.
2008), or what Roth calls ‘observed race’, as they are self- or internally assigned. However,
they are of interest in their own right as a strong ethnic identity that is not misunderstood
may be protective against the effects of racism.

‘Socially assigned race’, how people are actually seen by others in racial and ethnic
terms, is impractical to capture at a population level or in routine official data collection
settings. It would raise issues of finding observers; complying with data collection protocols
that privilege self-assignment; observing data protection, sharing of data, and data privacy
regulations; and assuaging ethical concerns. Further, observer assignment is known to be
related to the observers’ own racial identifications, such that ‘we cannot be sure any two
randomly selected observers would perceive a respondent in the same way’ (Campbell and
Troyer 2007, p. 754). Observer assignment was last used in an official context in Britain in
the 1980s, being abandoned in the General Household Survey and British Crime Survey in
1986 and 1988, respectively. Only a few research studies now use this method to obtain the
wider society’s perception of a person’s race or ethnicity, or the way ethnicity is constructed
in everyday social interactions. Recent US studies using the National Longitudinal Study of
Adolescent Health (Add Health) survey have documented high levels of misclassification
(Campbell and Troyer 2007).

Which particular concept, level of granularity, or method of assignment is optimal in
this context of inequality measurement is poorly explored in the literature. A few studies
indicate the efficacy of ‘socially perceived ethnicity’. For example, Jones et al. (2008)
investigated variations in self-reported health according to whether it was examined in
relation to the ‘race’ that other people generally assumed the survey respondents to be or
the respondents’ self-identified ‘race’ and found the former to be more significant. A recent
scoping review of 20 studies (White et al. 2020) mainly found an association between
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‘socially assigned race’ and health. Clearly, the impracticality of this approach when the
UK’s official data collection by ethnic group is population-based, as in the census, many
surveys, and some service settings, rules it out.

Further, arguing for minimal change retaining self-assignment but simply changing
the label from ‘ethnic group’ to ‘race’ seems both pointless and potentially injudicious,
given some overlap of the terminology in this country and the possibility that dislike of
the term ‘race’ would evoke non-response. Indeed, Braveman and Parker Dominguez
(2021) argue that the use of the term ‘race’ is an obstacle in the study of racism, ‘one that
amplifies the damage every time it is used’: ‘Abandoning “race” should . . . remove one
ubiquitous and not inconsequential source of constant reinforcement of racism’ as ‘it is
irremediably imbued with scientifically unfounded but nevertheless tenacious notions of
biological differences and hierarchy which have long served to justify exploitation and
oppression’. While self-assigned ethnic group and self-assigned ‘race’ cannot be assumed
to be meaningful proxies for how individuals are perceived by others, both are salient in
the measurement of inequalities and disparities in the UK and USA, respectively.

In official UK contexts, such as the census and large-scale government social and
general-purpose surveys, current categorisations and classifications for ethnic group have
merit, not least because they have undergone extensive testing with regard to understand-
ing by, and acceptability to, the public and also meet the technical standards required for
such data collections. As the experience of the 2006 Scottish Census Test (resulting in misin-
terpretation of the categorisation) and some trials of stand-alone open response (invoking
high non-response rates) have showed, such standards are not always met. Census data
are regarded by the UK Statistics Authority as ‘official statistics’ (‘that . . . meet the high-
est standards of trustworthiness, quality and value’) rather than ‘experimental statistics’
(‘newly developed or innovative statistics’). That requirement would be compromised
by the adoption of what Song (2018, p. 1131) terms ‘this very troublesome concept’ of
‘race’, burdened as it is with ambiguity and malleability, a fraught past, a continuing belief
by many that it is a biological category, and evidence of a lack of its acceptability in the
wider society.

5. Conclusions

Ethnic group has been the concept of choice in UK censuses and official data collection
over the last thirty years. While ‘race’ continues to be used in legislative and race relations
contexts, this is often as a way of cuing the public. The decline in the use of ‘race’, or
its avoidance, is part of a broader trend across national censuses and the worldwide
literature. The term has evolved to mean many things, including its exchangeability with
or subsumption by ethnic group and its standing as a discrete concept that facilitates
understanding of racism.

However, a challenge to the dominant position of ethnic group in censuses and other
official data collections, and the ONS’s ‘avoidance of race’, has come from the perspective
of ‘mixed race’; ‘interracial unions’; and ‘race’s relationship with racism’.

This paper examined these challenges. It finds that the problem with critiques of
the ONS and the census for the avoidance of ‘race’ is that they, somewhat narrowly, treat
‘race’ as a ‘category of analysis’ (Brubaker and Cooper 2000). This opens the door to the
many meanings of ‘race’, its malleable nature, varying boundaries, and even whether
it can be subsumed with the concept of ethnicity, rather than focusing on ‘race’ more
generally as a marker of difference. In decennial censuses, there is a need for terminology
that is unambiguous. Further, it must be understood by and acceptable to the public
in general as the completion of the census is a mandatory exercise. The census places
emphasis on the subjective nature of ethnicity—what the person feels her/himself to be. In
contrast, ‘race’ is rooted in ascription and imposition, externally enforced and involuntary
from the perspective of the respondent, and sits uncomfortably with a question about
self-identification. Consistent with a conceptual base of ethnic group in recent censuses
has been the introduction of substantial distributed free-text to the question, the use of
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which has increased from 1.3% of all responses to 7.5% over the period 1991–2011. Equally
significant, the granularity of the classification has increased from 9 options to 19 over
1991–2021. These changes reflect respondents’ needs, including a wish to have recognised
or to declare their own descriptions which, in turn, have contributed to a vast increase in
the granularity and complexity of census outputs.

While arguments are articulated in the wider literature concerning the importance of
the coupling of ‘race’ with racisms, there is a substantial body of scholarly opinion that
cautions against the use of race. ‘Race’ has for long been and continues to be one of the most
contested concepts in the social and natural sciences. While the idea that ‘race’ is socially
constructed ‘has become a staple of the sociological literature’ (Morning 2007, p. 436) and
wider social sciences, this perspective is questioned amongst natural scientists. ‘Race’ has
been reclaimed during the last two decades by geneticists as a term to describe discrete
clusters of human genetic diversity in the population. Controversially, these clusters have
been mapped onto historically embedded classifications of ‘race’, leading to renewed
debate about whether ‘race’ is socially constructed and has no genetic or biological basis
or whether it can legitimately be reconceptualised as a biological construct (Skinner 2007).
Reardon (2004, p. 38) contrasts the late 20th century, which ‘ . . . witnessed a surge in claims
about the biological meaninglessness of race’, with the early years of the new millennium
when scientists moved to defend the use of race in biomedical research. Indeed, Hartigan
(2008, p. 166) has claimed that in this struggle between the social constructionists’ and
geneticists’ conceptualisation of race, the latter is ‘gaining in reality’. Open to such broad
misinterpretation, he writes of race’s ‘ambiguity and variability, which allow people to use
it in such malleable and conflicting manners’ (p. 185). While continuing scholarly debate on
these issues is desirable, given that ‘mixed’ populations are continuing to grow in Britain
and that ‘mixed race’ is the preferred identifier among these groups, the political sensitivity
of racial identifications makes the decennial census an inappropriate venue to play out
such arguments.

6. Materials and Methods

This study used the method of narrative review to identify the relevant literature on
conceptualisations of ethnicity, ‘race’, ‘mixed race’, and mixedness and the UK’s official
categorisation by ‘ethnic group’. The Web of Science, Scopus, Science Direct, EBSCOhost,
EMBASE, and Google Scholar databases were searched, using a wide range of keywords,
Boolean search algorithms, and lemmatised terms. Searches were also undertaken on the
Office for National Statistics (ONS), Statistics Canada, US Census Bureau, and Gov.uk (the
portal to government departments) websites.

With respect to theory, the paper draws on Jenkins’ (1996) basic model of the internal–
external dialectic of identification that proposes that group identities (as constituted by
members of the group) and social categories (the collective external definition by others)
are mutually implicated in and feed back upon each other. With respect to ‘race’, it is
the ‘external moment of identification’ that is important, that is, how other people see
us—public image rather than self-image.
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